ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

29
Genomes are not random strings, but are the product of millions of years of evolution and selection 30 pressure which imparts unique characteristics to the sequence of nucleotides. These characteristics need 31 to be considered in order to better analyse genomic datasets. Here we exploit the increase in entropy 1 and the next section). Skip-mers preserve many of the elegant properties of k-mers such as reverse 60 complementability and existence of a canonical representation. Also, using cycles of three greatly 61 increases the power of direct intersection between the genomes of different organisms by grouping 62 together the more conserved nucleotides of the protein-coding regions. 
Skip-mer definition
64
Original sequence: SkipMer( m=2, n=3, k=14 ) k S n m
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Original sequence: SkipMer( m=2, n=4, k=14 ) k S n m Figure 1 . Different SkipMer(m, n, k) cycles defined over the same sequence region, resulting in different combinations of bases. The shape of the underlying cyclic q-gram is defined by the variables m (used bases per cycle), n (cycle length), and k (total number of bases).
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A skip-mer is a simple cyclic q-gram that includes m out of every n bases until a total of k bases is 65 reached. Its shape is defined by a function SkipMer(m, n, k), as shown in Figure 1 . To maintain cyclic 66 properties and the existence of the reverse-complement as a skip-mer defined by the same function, k 67 must be a multiple of m. This also enables the existence of a canonical representation for each skip-mer, 68 defined as the lexicographically smaller of the forward and reverse-complement representations.
69
Defining m, n and k fixes a value for S, the total span of the skip-mer, given by:
contiguous k nucleotides, which makes it a k-mer. Throughout this manuscript we often use m = 1 ∧ n = 1,
72
or the shorter form notations 1-1 or 1-1-k to refer to k-mers.
73
MATERIALS & METHODS
74
Genome sequences and annotations
75
To evaluate the properties of skip-mers in a genomic context we used publically available genome 76 assemblies.
77
Hexaploid bread wheat, Triticum aestivum (Clavijo et al., 2017) , is a highly repetitive and complex 78 genome, and we used it to investigate the effect of the increased entropy when using larger skip-mer 79 cycles. Oryza sativa (Kawahara et al., 2013) fly genomes (Clark et al., 2007) were used for the multi-way comparison and the presence score analysis.
85
In all analyses where gene regions were used, we downloaded the current GFF3 annotations from
86
Ensembl (Yates et al., 2015) and used a a minimum gene size of 100bp. 
92
In particular, the following tools have been used in the preparation of this manuscript: will be produced.
102
The current implementation of the skm-multiway-coverage tool includes a coverage cut-off that 103 defaults to 1 as this is appropriate for the current study. All skip-mers that are at a higher frequency than 104 the cut-off are eliminated before any analysis. To consider candidate matches for alignment of conserved 105 sequence it is appropriate to discard skip-mers with a higher copy number than your expected number of 106 matches as this will filter repetitive matches including background noise. While our current choice of 107 cut-off at 1 makes sense in a general analysis as the one presented in this manuscript, care needs to be 108 taken to make reasonable choices for future applications.
copies of each distinct skip-mer in the genome. This ultimately results in more unique skip-mers. In the 126 wheat genome, there are more than twice as many unique skip-mers using SkipMer(1, 16, 31) as there are 127 using SkipMer(1, 1, 31) which corresponds to a 31-mers. 
Using triplet-based cycles increases perfect skip-mer matches in conserved genic
129 sequence between species
130
Synonymous mutations which are not removed by purifying selection, because they do not affect the 131 amino-acid encoded by a trinucleotide codon, produce a cycle-3 modulation in conserved coding regions 132 (Kimura, 1977) . Skip-mers with cycle lengths that are a multiple of 3 (n = 3c) group first and/or second 133 nucleotides in subsequent in-frame codons, to increase sensitivity on SkipMer(m, n = 3c, k) to detect 134 conserved coding regions. 
173
A distribution analysis for the scores per genome (Supplementary Figure S1) shows the more divergent 174 genomes increase their scores for sequence coverage in genes when using SkipMer (1, 3, 20) . This reflects 175 the increased sensitivity of cycle-3 skip-mers within coding regions.
176
We computed correlations between the gene scores for D. melanogaster from every pair of the other 
DISCUSSION
184
Increasing the span of skip-mers increases their entropy when sampled from a genome. Using this 185 increased-entropy analysis unit rather than k-mers will enable more informative analyses with small 186 adaptations to existing techniques. We expect this key feature of the data points having the same amount 187 of data (bp) but increased entropy to enable more exhaustive or significant analyses in roughly similar 188 computational space and time.
189
The analysis of sequence in cyclic groups of n = 3 increases sensitivity to detect conserved coding analysed, skip-mers can be leveraged to provide a very high entropy set of sequences to give increased 206 discrimination power.
207
Our results suggest skip-mers will have a wide range of applications in bioinformatic analyses. For 208 whole-genome and multi-genome alignment, skip-mers will provide accurate conserved seeds, and more 209 specific matches in complex regions. For evolutionary analyses, skip-mers will allow improved detection 210 of functionally equivalent regions. For RNA-seq and exome analyses, skip-mers will provide a meaningful 211 set of starting seeds or a projection base, thus enabling more distant samples to be analysed together either 212 against a reference or in a reference-free manner.
213
Skip-mers will also be useful in raw read analyses. For classification of sequences, or species detection, 214 skip-mers will provide better clustering of coding regions from a common origin, and could even be 215 used to estimate conservation scores for single reads. Aligning skip-mers from raw reads to one or many 216 references will guide the reconstruction of conserved regions while considering novel variants. These
